93 dodge w250

Make Dodge. Model Other Pickups. Body is in really good shape except for the paint, there is
also a dent on the bed on drivers side behind tire. If you know dodge is not alot of miles. All
around it's a clean truck that wasn't abused just used, as you can tell the floor of the bed is very
straight and seats are not even tore. If you are interested in more information or pictures
message me. Model Ram Here is the truck everyone is looking for. Everything anyone could
ever ask for. The is a brand new clutch kit that was installed last week. As you can see the bed
doesn't quite fit right. That's because that's not the bed for that truck. I just needed a place to
put and it was convenient to move it around that way. The bed is being sold separately and
does not go with this sale. The engine and transmission are in great shape. Just replaced all
motor mounts and transmission mounts at the time the clutch was installed. The truck has a set
up for a minute mount plow no plow with the truck just the push plates only.. The front drive
shaft in missing. The guy I bought the truck from never brought it to me. He said he would
but??? Well you know how that goes? This truck is in need or repair such as the floors weak as
well as other body work but the truck is what it is. I hold a clean and clear title and will pass it
on to the buyer. Please ask all you questions prior to bidding and note this truck is for sale in
front of my house and advertised in other markets as well. So if you want it act quickly before
it's gone. I'm open to offers as well. Thanks for looking. Selling my pride and joy. Never been
turned up or tuned. Only modifications are Borgenson steering shaft with double U-joints and a
complete 4in lift kit from Jack-it that was professionally installed by Richmond 4x4. Only selling
to make room for other projects. Please don't waste my time. We can tell you that the truck
visibly shows many new parts and appears to be not just a new looking engine, but nicely
modified. In our 15 years offering Az Diesel trucks, we have never had one that sounds, looks or
pulls like this one. We will be adding a video and more details shortly. You could look for years
and not find a truck like this one! I know its not the best time of year to be selling, but I don't
have a choice. She takes up a bit too much room, and scares the children: Just kidding, well not
really We do want to forwarn you, this truck has resonating stacker pipes. Check with your local
Environmental Quality regulations too make sure these are suitable for your location. On Jan at
PST, seller added the following information: Took it for a spin to give you all some idea of the
power and sound that will soon be yours! On Jan at PST, seller added the following information:
Please feel free to message me a Phone number s. I have some great videos that I cant seem to
get to add here. We don't want to guess the horsepower of this truck, but believe me Its worth a
View!!! We have a storage shortage for this truck at this point, Bid to Win I will be watching. The
engine fires right up, the transmission was replaced at , miles and shifts like new, there are no
leaks, and the engine is running great. The truck has been well cared for and will run for a long
long time. As mentioned above, the transmission was replaced at about , miles. The
transmission is shifting as smooth as I've seen on these first gens. The shocks have been
replaced. The valve covers have been adjusted, and the pump has been replaced. The truck
comes with a proper fitting snug top camper shell these are almost impossible to find. There are
no cracks in the dash, the AC, power locks, and power windows are working. It also come with a
upgraded Pioneer head unit that has USB capability. As you can see by the pictures, the truck
isn't in perfect condition. There are random dings on the panels nothing major or super
noticeable , there are paint chips and paint fading on random spots as well. The carpet and
interior have some stains that could use some scrubbing and there is a crack on the windshield
passenger side. The truck doesn't come with a rear view mirror, should be easy enough to find
at the junk yard. Get this one just in time for fall! Let me know if you have any questions. It has
thousand well maintained miles and counting. Cruises at 70mph. Good tires Custom flatbed
with gooseneck and three locking tool boxes. Original paint in good condition. Rust free. This
truck is completely original except for a new paint job it received a few years back. This truck
was owned by an older gentleman its entire life and was used for taking short camping trips up
to the lake. It's only hauled a small aluminum boat and he put a sheet of plywood in the bed to
protect it. This truck is not even broken in yet, and especially hasn't been overworked and
overloaded like the majority of First Gens out there. The truck has probably only driven miles in
the past 12 months. The truck has the 4-speed automatic transmission with overdrive and the
famous inter-cooled 12 valve 5. The truck comes with the matching camper shell as seen in the
pictures extremely hard to find. The truck and camper shell were all repainted at the same time
and match great. There used to be a roof rack on the camper shell that has since been removed.
There are a few holes on the sides of the camper shell from the screws and you can see remains
of where the mounting brackets were nothing major. There is a TINY ding on the drivers side
just above the gas cap and on the dodge tailgate cover you will have a difficult time noticing
these. There is a small paint chip on the drivers side just below the front windshield see
pictures. The paint isn't perfect, but it is by far on of the best i've seen on these older trucks.
The truck comes with the factory tow mirrors. The passenger side mirror is cracked, but still

works fine. The headliner is tight to the ceiling, there are no cracks in the dash, and the carpet
and seat look great. The seam on the drivers side is starting to pull off slightly, but it's minor.
The tires are in OK condition with a lot of life left. There isn't a whole lot to say about this
beautiful truck. This is your chance to own an original First Gen 4x4 Dodge Diesel with the
legendary 12 valve Cummins motor. Please feel free to ask any questions you may have. This is
the 5-speed manual transmission that is very hard to find. It has spent its time on a ranch in
Wyoming.. It has never seen salt and the body is completely rust free It's over 20 years old so
it's obviously not perfect.. There is some damage on the driver side as I tried to show in the
pictures but it has never been in an accident.. It has a bad paint job on it so it needs to be
repainted to be a real looker. The pictures actually make the paint look better than it is. It has it's
quirks and needs normal TLC like any old truck but it runs like new, doesn't have rust, and
starts the second you turn the key BANKS exhaust and the injection pump was rebuilt. I just
had a brand new clutch installed 5 miles ago and a new rear main seal was installed when the
clutch was done The truck is located in Wyoming and can be shipped. Ask all questions before
buying Thank you. This vehicle is a super rare Dodge Ram 4x4 Club Cab. These trucks were the
last generation of what any true Mopar truck fans believe to be the greatest truck Dodge ever
built. This truck lived its life in Texas and is a true one owner truck with all the original
documentation. The truck just received a full cosmetic restoration back to its original glory. The
mileage is original at only a bit over 80, miles, which is unheard of on a Cummins of this
vintage. I have inspected the body and can not find a single spot of rust or repair patches
whatsoever. It is finished in it original Silver Metallic over White with the red pinstripes which
really pop. The paint itself is in great shape with no cracking or aging. All original rubbers were
used when the glass was put back in. A fresh high dollar Raptor bed liner was just sprayed in
and over the bed rails, with a stainless diamond plate tailgate cap just installed. New
reproduction tail lamps were installed to really complete the look. The truck is accident free and
Carfax and Autocheck and squeeky clean! The truck is riding on the original 16" steel wheels
and correct hubcaps and beauty rings in perfect condition with no damage. Very good condition
BF Goodrich tires with correct load ratings look awesome on the rig. The interior is very clean
and correct. It was restored using correct materials and looks as close to original as you can
get. The factory bucket seats as well as door panel inserts were upgraded to supple burgundy
leather. The headliner and visors are fresh and were just re-done as well. Everything works
correctly including the horn and power door locks. Odometer and speedo turn as they should
and all other gauges work as well. Dash is perfect with no cracks, and carpet is in great shape.
This has always been a non-smoking rig. The drive train has always been maintained. The truck
always starts right up with no issues or smoke. Transmission was checked and re-sealed, an
differentials and transfer case were checked. Electrical system was gone through with a fresh
battery. I spoke at length with the previous owner and always prided himself about doing his
own service even in his older age. Rest assured the truck is issue free! All in all, this is one of
the cleanest and well restored Cummins Rams on the market. It has been professionally
maintained and truly loved by its only owner. Any further questions or information about this
vehicle please call Jon at The car is located in Sunny Scottsdale, Arizona. Good luck in the
bidding! Terms and Conditions of Sale We take time to carefully describe each vehicle and
include a substantial number of photos. However, it is very important to keep in mind that these
vehicles are pre-owned, not brand new. After careful reading of the entire description, rather
than making a potentially incorrect assumption, if any statement or comment is unclear, or if
you have questions, please e-mail or call us prior to bidding. The successful "winning" bidder
must telephone us within 24 hours after the auction has ended to verify purchase and make
arrangements to complete the transaction. Full payment must be received within 7 business
days of the end of auction. Payment must be either by cashiers-check, cash In-Person or
certified funds. If funds are not received, and an alternate arrangement has not been made, the
vehicle can and will be made available to other potential buyers on a first-come, first-serve
basis. The parties agree that this contract shall be construed under the substantive laws of the
state of Arizona , that the state courts of Arizona shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any
action brought to enforce the terms of this contract or over any action arising out of the
underlying transaction s with seller and venue may be had in the Maricopa County Superior
Court of the state of Arizona. Our Guarantee We have disclosed as much information as
possible about this vehicle and aim to only carry quality vehicles. However, we recommend that
all buyers conduct an inspection either in person or through a qualified professional third party
inspector. Prior to delivery, if such inspection reveals a substantial discrepancy between the
information contained in the listing and the actual vehicle, we will correct the problem at no
charge or work out a compromise. Shipping We value your business and want you to be
completely satisfied with your Ebay buying experience, from purchase to delivery. As a value

added service we will assist with shipping arrangements however, the buyer pays all shipping
costs. We do not have any affiliation with, or interest in, any transportation companies and all
questions or concerns should be addressed directly with them. Disclaimer All vehicles are sold
As Is, with no warranties expressed or implied, by seller. As with any used vehicle, minor signs
of wear may become more obvious under close inspection, such as small chips or nicks, light
scratches or minor abrasions, wheel scuffs, and other indications of normal wear and tear. We
will not and cannot be held liable or responsible for these issues. Bidders are entering into a
legal and binding contract to purchase the vehicle described above. Non-paying bidders,
unqualified bidding, bid shielding, auction interference or any type of harassment, will be dealt
with according to eBay Rules, local law, and may include, but are not limited to, legal action and
applicable fees, lose of deposit or any other necessary costs. It also just does not see much use
as I have a newer truck that I daily drive. Sorry to see it go, but it is time for someone else to
enjoy it. Truck is as delivered from dealer but for the leather seats, radio, and CB. The truck has
some rust as stated above. The rockers, driver side floor, and lower passenger side fender have
rust. The bed, tailgate, doors, roof, driver side fender, hood, etc are fairly clean and wont need
much work before paint.. I have done basic maintenance to this truck over the years that I have
owned it. The front splicer 60 axle was completely rebuilt with new kingpins, links, steering
components, u joints, bearings, seals, etc. Brakes had also been completely gone threw at the
same time as well as shocks all around. About miles since that was all done. Last year I had the
original A Overdrive transmission rebuilt by a local diesel tranny shop. He upgraded the
planitaries, bands, and converter. I replaced the front and rear universal joints at that time as
well. I have only used the truck to tow a large boat twice, about 30 miles each way for a buddy. It
was a large cabin crusier about 10, lbs and it had no problems pulling or stopping it. Otherwise I
rarely towed more than a two place snowmobile trailer. Average fuel mileage is about 18 to 22
mpg. The truck always starts right up cold or hot. I have never had to plug it in in the winter. It is
a great driving truck and surprisingly it rides nice and does not wander or have much slop in
the steering,. I usually add a half quart of 2 stoke oil every fill up as was recommended by my
mechanic. It can be driven as is but to be a true daily driver it should be gone over and checked
out, tires replaced, and the regulator replaced. Tha AC does blow cold and the heat does work.
The cruise control does not currently work needs a part in the steering wheel and the power
locks sometimes work, other times dont. It hads the large trailer light plug, and a heavy duty
Kurt 2 inch receiver. It looks like it may have had a 5th wheel or gooseneck ball in the bed at
some point but it was not in the truck for the last two owners myself and my buddy I had
purchased it from. The CB works and the radio has an MP3 hook up. Please email me for a link
to many more additional pictures. I also have the spare wheel with tire, and if you like I can
include the original seat. Inspections in person are encouraged and welcome. Please contact
me to make an appointment to view. If you would like a quote please send your zip code and
city. I can store temporarily for a reasonable amount of time until pick up. Balance due within 1
week via bank wire transfer, cash, or certified check. Vehicle will not be released until payment
clears allow 2 weeks for any check. Once payment clears the title will be sent certified mail,
handed over in person, or sent with the shipper whatever you prefer. Title is clean and clean,
matches the VIN, no liens, and in my name. I will also provide a bill of sale the ended listing also
counts as a Bill of Sale in most states. I have done my best to explain the condition in detail.
This is a 20 plus year old truck and is not restored or perfect by any means. If you have any
doubts or questions or need additional information please contact me before making an offer or
bidding. You may call 6pm to 9pm Central time or text 9am to 9pm. If I don't pick up please leave
a message with your name, number, best time to call, and item you are interested in. Truck is for
sale locally and auction or ad may end at any time. Thanks, John Make Chevrolet. Hello, you are
looking at a 93 Chevy Silverado 1 ton dually. I bought this truck bone stock and completely
rebuilt it and customized it to how you see it today. This isn't some hacked together teenage
minitruckers project built in a driveway. It is well engineered, designed and built with safety and
performance in mind. I wanted to build the "Ultimate Shop Truck" for my hotrod business. I
wanted something that could haul or tow whatever I threw at it and look badass doing it. I never
planned on selling this truck but as you know, life has a way of presenting opportunities so here
it is for sale. I would like to disclose that before I got it, the truck was involved in a light frontend
wreck and was considered totaled doesn't take much to total a 20yr old truck It was hit on the
drivers front corner. New sheetmetal fenders, hood, grille, headlights were installed. This is why
it has a rebuilt title. No frame damage, alignment issues, etc. I would not have bought this truck
if it had issues like that. It is also a factory 5 speed which is very hard to find these days. The
heart of this beast is a Cummins 5. This is the highly desireable Bosch P P-pump motor. It was
pulled from a Schoolbus and is the higher horsepower model. The engine has right at k on it
which is nothing for a Cummins. The killer dowel pin KDP was fixed and the engine was

re-gasketed. It fires up and runs like a champ. It is backed by an NV 5 speed manual
transmission from a Chevy truck. The transmission has approx. Power is put down via a
Southbend clutch and flywheel and hydraulic clutch. Very smooth shifting. The motor and trans
are integrated into the truck extremely well. The engine has a custom fuel plate and custom
downpipe. Dual SPAL electric fans keep everything cool. The driveshaft was completely rebuilt
and had new u-joints and support bearing installed. It is hooked to the original GM corporate 14
bolt full float rear axle. The rearend was completely disassembled and rebuilt with new Timken
bearings. Brakes and hubs were all rebuilt. The rear gear was replaced with 3. A brand new fuel
tank, fuel pickup and fuel lines were also installed. Exhaust exits through a 3" pipe and out a 4"
miter cut stack. It has a great sound and is not overbearing in the cab. You can still listen to
music, make phone calls and talk to the people riding along without yelling. The entire chassis
was sealed and top coated with heavy duty truck bed liner. The rear c-notch and bridge are all
heavy gauge and are braced with additional fore and aft tubular braces. There is a flip-up
gooseneck hitch that is ready for whatever you hook to it. There is also a Class 5 receiver hitch
under the bumper. The front suspension is completely custom built and uses tubular upper and
lower control arms with center mounted shocks. All rotors, calipers, bearings, balljoints are all
new. The factory sway bar is used with energy suspension bushings. The track width up front
has been narrowed 3" on each side which allows for a full turning radius at a much lower ride
height. This truck rides and handles like a sports car! You will forget you are driving a lb dually.
The rear suspension uses a parallel 4 link 36" bars and a watts link. There is literally zero side to
side movement of the rear axle throughout the entire suspension cycle. Airlift Dominator
airbags are used at all 4 corners along with heavy duty Monroe gas shocks at all 4 corners.
There are also axle limiting straps installed on the rear axle so you can easily raise this truck on
a lift and not have to worry about the rear axle hanging there by the airbags and shocks only.
There are 2 5 gal. All air management is located at the rear of the truck along with 2 yellow top
Optima batteries. Everything including the water traps, relays, etc. There is a Dakota digital
monitor installed in the overhead console in the cab that displays all 4 corners and the tank
pressure. There are 2 switches for the air ride Front and Rear. SMC valves and water traps. This
system is very well installed and has no issues, leaks of any kind. Every nut and bolt on this
truck is Grade 8. The front and rear suspension are both completely adjustable with Heims
joints so it is totally dialed in. Wheels are genuine They are installed with American Force wheel
adapters, not the no-name junk from China. I had this truck professionally aligned so there is no
weird tire wear or pulling left or right. Nice smooth and straight. The rear wheels are a zero
offset style semi wheel so the rear axle didn't need to be narrowed and the dually fenders are
not modified. The inner wheels are stock 16" wheels with E-rated towing tires so you can haul
just about whatever you want. The body of this truck is very straight and solid. I wanted it to still
look like a work truck so no modifications have been done to the outside. I added LED cab
lights and flip-up tow mirrors from a Dodge Ram that have been painted body color. The entire
bed floor has been raised to allow room for the rear c-notch. The bedliner was modified and
re-installed. Slide in parts, haul wood, whatever you want. No goofy hump in the middle or weird
covers. This truck was originally a Western Hauler conversion truck so the interior is plush. It is
red leather captains seats up front and a red leather bench in the back. Power door locks, power
windows all work great. It has Bluetooth so you can sync your phone. There is also a rearview
camera so backing up to a trailer is a breeze! There is also a db train horn so everyone will hear
you coming. Here is a link to video of the rear back up camera in action. The idea was to be able
to approach a trailer low, engage the hitch and raise the rear up, all without getting out of the
cab. It was approx. I would consider it to be one of the nicest Cummins swapped Chevys on the
road. It needs nothing and is ready to work or show. Fly in and drive home. Use it for your car or
bike shop and be the envy of every guy at the shows. Or dial in the bodywork and a new
paintjob and have a full on show truck. I have put over trouble free miles on this truck and have
had no issues. I have pulled a multitude of trailers including an enclosed car hauler lbs loaded
and also a 40ft gooseneck lbs loaded This truck didn't even break a sweat. It averages 17mpg. It
is located in Liberty Township, Ohio about 25 miles north of Cincinnati. I have a clear Ohio title
in my name. All decals will be removed prior to pick up. Buyer is responsible for pick up or
shipping. Balance due within 7 days. Truck doesn't leave the garage until all funds have cleared.
I have tried to describe this truck as thoroughly as possible but I'm sure I have forgotten some
details. Please email with any questions. I will also consider trades. Cars of interest are Fords,
Chevelles, Shelby Cobras, etc. Email with offers. The body is perfect, no dings or dents, the
paint is new and the interior is in excellent condition. We just changed the oil and filter, checked
all other fluids, installed a new fuel filter, new steering shaft, rear u-joints, headlights, draglink,
tie rod, had the transmission tightened up, brand new Linex spray in bed liner, 4 Brand New
Toyo Open Country AT II tires, alignment and had the Virginia Safety Inspection completed,

ready for a new owner. Payment: Items will not be available for pickup or shipping until full
payment is received and cleared by our local bank. Buyer has 5 days from auction end date to
pay. Warranty: Equipment is covered by manufacturers warranty only, if applicable. Financing:
No financing available. Availability: We reserve the right to remove this listing due to on-site
sales. Buyer is responsible for pick-up, arrangement and expense of shipping vehicle. We are a
family owned and operated business that takes pride in our dealership and strives to make
customer service our number one priority. Our main objective is to provide our customers with
an excellent purchase experience. We specialize in carrying a solid selection of hand-picked
quality pre-owned cars, trucks and SUVs at reasonable prices. We stand behind each vehicle
that we sell and hope to create a solid base of friendships, not just a list of customers. Due to
our low overhead and reliable buying sources, we are able to be more than competitive on an
outstanding selection of automobiles. We can also find the vehicle that you are looking for We
work hard to earn your business and even harder to keep it! See our other listingsDisclaimer:
This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless
otherwise specified. I have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer
to come see and further inspect the car before the end of the auction. This auction is a legally
binding contract to buy this vehicle. Commerce City, CO. Miami, FL. Georgetown, TX.
Sacramento, CA. Chester Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars
for Sale Dodge Cummins. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Dodge : Ram 4x4 cummins
turbo diesel dodge 4 x 4 dually 5. Year Make Dodge Model Ram Dodge : Ram LE 93 dodge 5.
Year Make Dodge Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. But questions remain, such as what kind of wagons were pulled? My 94
with Desiel with 5 speed. Love these trucks. Maybe the diesel is key to the lack of rust, none of
mine have been diesel, but all have rusted badly. I live in Ohio and fully blame the salted winter
roads, but my van went floors first and then the bottom half, my had rusted fenders, my has
rusted fenders, and my started rusting before it was five years old. I have used them all for daily
drivers and I work in construction so they have gotten used. The rust makes it tough to keep
them looking good for much longer than it takes to pay them off. I have switched to Chevys
because I saw more old ones on the road still. If you relax , just a bit! About a Mis spelled word.
And just enjoy these great finds. Life and the world would be much more pleasant. We are here ,
on this site , to dream and share with each other,. My 94 has never had rust. Depends how you
maintain a vehicle. Why would someone think they can get new truck money for a used dodge?
This is new truck money. Why would I buy a 30 year old dodge when a brand new anything can
be had for not much more? About Almost That is why I spit out those figures. Couple friends
did. We were offered 40, for my 07 and And they are paid for. Never owned a diesel because
they are too noisy and I know nothing about diesel motors except they are stump pullers. This
one being a dually it would not be a realistic daily driver but more a work vehicle and way over
priced IMHO. This truck is neither, old nor a barn find. I agree with Dave, opinions are useless.
Last year for that body??? I think? I true dodge , Cummins. Fan, Will grab this up. These were
the last of that series. Leaf springs on all four corners, made them the roughest riding trucks
ever made. Unfortunately the club cabs had a lot of undue flexing and they would crack across
the floor. Good otherwise. Last year of the small injection pump; as I mentioned in the previous
post you were limited in how much power the motor put out because of the injection pump. Still
a capable hauler. YES, all kinds of trucks like the one you mentioned above for cheap money.
We impound these trucks in our tow company on a regular basis. Not a truck that you would put
into the work force. We have a couple Dodge trucks that we have over Towtruck, 2 to 4 car
hauler or pulling a dry box or flatbed or take it to truck pulls in the mud and use this truck to
pull them out when they get stuck. Or truck shows. Yeah that truck sold within the week. If I had
the choice between a 30k and a 70k I definitely would go for the 1st gen. Because in the long run
that truck will hold its value way better than any new model truck today. Don't post your car for
sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe
without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe
later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Dodge. Like This? Get
Our Daily Email. Comments jim s. Gary I. David Member. Another used truck, not very old, not
rare or a barn find. I used to live in Detroit until recently and none of my cars rusted. Its how you
maintain them. We are here , on this site , to dream and share with each other, Not to be made
fun of, or graded on our grammar. Slim Chance. The powertrain in a Dodge will always outlast
the body. They are notorious rust-buckets. Mike H. Wayne S. A great engine with a piece of junk
built around it. My 07 stickers for Bought it for under Just what we thought I keyboard Rambo.
Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our
free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily
email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! The Dodge

D-Series pickup was designed and manufactured by the Chrysler Corporation to go
head-to-head in the growing but crowded pickup truck marketplace from to As a testament to
the platform's durability and advanced design, Dodge continued using it right up until the
pickup's famous redesign in ; however, all AD-platform pickups from to were called Dodge
Rams. At its introduction, the D-Series was a dramatic change from the earlier B-Series and
C-Series Dodge truck predecessors with a new, bigger cabin, lower load floor, flattened hood,
and smooth sidepanels. Of note, D-Series platforms where lengthened by six inches across the
lineup and given longer front and rear leaf springs for an improved ride. Other significant
changes included a lower center chassis section to make ingress and egress easier, the beds
themselves were about percent larger, and Chrysler finally got rid of the old L-head Six in favor
of the stronger, more technologically advanced Slant-Six, the latter coming in two cubic inch
configurations â€” , and It's worth noting, in , Dodge offered its first factory four-door "Crew
Cab" model, forcing its Ford and Chevy competitors to do the same. The lone V-8 option in was
the , but through its life up to the D-Series would also get many other famous Chrysler V-8
options such as the , , , , , and Through the mids, some of the same Hemi technology and
value-oriented Big Wedge V-8 power that was making such a splash in cars like the Dodge Dart
and Charger also found their way into "lifestyle" pickup trucks. With the help of the new
D-Series styling changes and popular custom performance packages, Dodge trucks jump in
sales from a low in of 59, units, to upwards of , at the end of These "personal use" trucks are
still very popular by collectors. Options like custom bucket seats, center consoles, racing
stripes, big-block V-8s, big-rig-style exhaust stacks, and more stylish wheel and tire packages
were all pioneered in pickups on the D-Series platform. Dodge recognized consumers were
looking for more expressive option packages to reflect their own personalities â€” in many
ways, acting as a precursor to today's truck market. Some minor styling changes made to the
D-Series pickup occurred on a fairly regular basis, the first of which completed in , where the
front headlights, taillights, and bed lengths were all modified. More changes came in when all
two-wheel drive models got independent front suspension, some front grille bar changes, and
recessed taillights. In the D-Series was rebadged as the Dodge Ram pickup truck part of
new-Chrysler-boss Lee Iacocca's plan to invigorate the segment and help save the company ,
and given a new look inside and out. Also noteworthy, was the first year the D-Series had a 4.
Additionally, the first year the Cummins 5. Sales for the D-Series platform peaked in the early
70's with over , units, as full-size pickup sales expanded in the U. Even with clever solutions
such as the Club Cab pickup model, an expanding camper's special package, and an all-new
two-door Ramcharger SUV built of the same D-Series platform in , Dodge pickup sales suffered
through a slumping economy and several severe fuel crisis. By the late 80s and early 90s, sales
for the full-size pickups dropped to , units and were in desperate need of salvation. Some have
argued that savior came in the form of a mold-breaking redesign. Close this There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Dodge W About This Model The Dodge D-Series pickup was
designed and manufactured by the Chrysler Corporation to go head-to-head in the growing but
crowded pickup truck marketplace from to Read more. Close this. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Skip to main content. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Diesel Power
Magazine cool trucks. Everyone loves a first-gen. After buying the stored, low-rust Dodge off
Craigslist, Logan quickly began making the truck his own. The stock injectors were replaced
with considerably larger 5x18s, and the engine-mounted, mechanical lift pump was scrapped in
favor of an AirDog fuel system. Because the rotary VE pump fuels hard down low and provides
such a narrow powerband, Logan decided a quick-lighting compound-turbo system would be
best for making good low-rpm power. Using the proven HX35 over HT3B configuration, he
fabricated all the plumbing himself, as well as the hot pipe between the two turbos. On the
street, the combination makes between 50 and 55 pounds of boost, and low-end response is
very good. To rule out any head gasket issues, Logan installed a set of ARP head studs. If you
can believe it, the stock A four-speed automatic has held up behind the torquey valve so far. No
valvebody changes have been made, and the non-lockup converter still resides in the

bellhousing. However, Logan did install a manual overdrive switch in order to bypass the finicky
transmission computer and control when the A makes its final shift. Not afraid to show what his
old-school Dodge is capable of, Logan has been known to hit the dragstrip on occasion as well.
On the cosmetic side, the rust spots will be addressed, and the truck will receive a fresh coat of
black paint. Logan is the type of young diesel enthusiast we enjoy bumping into. In fact, he built
the compound-turbo setup and the cowl hood that grace his truck. More Photos View
Slideshow. By Mike McGlothlin. Follow Truck Trend Network Facebook. Truck Trend Newsletter
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Image. Diesel Power Magazine cool trucks. Many diesel owners replace their rides as newer and
more advanced trucks become available, but not David Livesay. He combined the reliability of
the work truck package with some luxury features of the LE model, and he had to wait until well
into before he finally got his brand-new, special-order truck. At first, David drove his new truck
around just like most people do, hauling sand, taking the kids to school, or towing a boat.
However, an eighth-mile track was only about 15 minutes away from his Benson, North
Carolina, home, and after more than a decade of normal use, he got the itch to take the 5. With
these mods, the truck put down between and hp at the rear wheels and, with a four-wheel-drive
launch, was able to beat a Porsche at Dunn-Benson Dragstrip. Soon, the Cummins engine was
upgraded with even larger injectors, which created a problem in the EGT department. With the
knowledge that he was going to upgrade to compound turbos at some point, David picked up a
PDR cylinder head that had been fully ported and O-ringed, and he secured it to the engine with
A1 Technologies head studs. Finally, a Banks Power intercooler was installed, for both better
charge-air cooling and its pressure-handling capabilities. With this setup, David was able to slip
the Dodge into the high 12s in the quarter-mileâ€”but not without its modified automatic
transmission slipping as well. After the two turbos were installed and hard, psi launches
became the norm, David proceeded to break the stock input shaft, output shaft, and
intermediate shaft during various track outings. Tired of replacing parts, David decided to build
the transmission once and for all, using a complete rotating assembly out of a later 47RH
transmission, along with all three billet shafts and an ultra-low-stall SunCoast torque converter.
With the transmission sorted out, David then turned his focus to the C
1997 ford f150 rear brake line diagram
2002 chrysler sebring convertible
2002 chevy avalanche heater core replacement
ummins, once again in search of more power. These two modifications made the engine more
efficient, and even though boost dropped from 70 psi to 58 psi, power increased. With this new
setup and a NOS new old stock VE injection pump that had been modified with a 3,rpm spring,
David was able to drive the rig into the mids, with a best e. With more than , miles and dragstrip
passes on the original engine, this truck is a testament to legendary Cummins reliability, and
proof of just how far one determined owner can go when building his dream truck. Sounds like
a tough day! More Photos View Slideshow. By Jason Sands. Follow Truck Trend Network
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